
Portrait Pictures 

 
Models 

Model Comp and Portfolio Session—Since what is desired varies so much from 
shoot to shoot, please call so we can discuss and I can give you a more accurate 
price. 

Senior Pictures 

Indoor and Outdoor Session - $495 (SALE! For short time it is $350) …. check 

out what this includes! Must be paid before we can lock a date in. 

Optional: Onsite light hair (straighten or curl) and makeup is $125. Onsite 

makeup only is $75.  To stay throughout shoot is $20 / hour.  Provided by Natalie 

Nahass Henry.   

This is a half day session that includes Yearbook Picture, headshots, waist up, 

and  

full height indoor poses, outdoor locations of your choice and mine.   

Outdoor sessions will be early in the morning or late in the evening.  You just 

don’t get good results shooting in the middle of day with the sun overhead. 

Two poses of your choice for Web sized photograph (for facebook twitter, etc..)   

You will have 50 or more image selections.  Often a lot more.  Only pictures that  

you end up selecting for print will be edited.  High end editing can be very time  

consuming.  It is not uncommon to spend 5 hours on a single picture.    

Private Online Gallery so even long distant relatives can order. After session has 

been paid for, anybody you give the password to can order at ala-cart pricing. 

I’m not one of the assembly line shooters; I take my time to get the shot right.    

Strobes are used during indoor sessions and are often used during outdoor sessions when it will greatly improve the image 

taken.    

You are allowed unlimited clothing changes during the half day.  However, depending on where you choose to go, please have 

a plan for changing clothes that will not use a lot of time.    

I love props; musical instruments, personal props (hats & heels) or sport pose (Uniform, glove).  (Don't forget your ball, hel-

met or poms!)  I love it when you bring a friend, I get a lot more natural smiles when you do.  

I will go up to 30 miles away without any additional cost unless it was my suggestion to go there.  It is then $30 for each block 

of 20 miles further away. Outdoor portion will be weather permitting.  If it looks like it’s going to rain, we can reschedule. 
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Linden, MI  48451 

https://www.facebook.com/#
https://www.facebook.com/#


Senior Pictures 
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Ala-Cart Pricing 
Individual Prints  

 

Wallets (8/pose)                                     Canvas 

 

Many other print products like Acrylic, Metal, and more are 
available.  Please ask about pricing. 

3x5 ..... $15.00 13x19 ... $75.00 

4x6 ..... $25.00 16x20 ... $90.00 

5x7 ..... $25.00 20x24 ... $120.00 

8x10 .... $30.00 24x30 ... $135.00 

11x14 ... $50.00 30x40 ... $165.00 

8 wallets ... $20.00 8x10 ... $95.00 

Digitals 11x14 ... $150.00 

Edited Digital Images … $70 16x24 ... $165.00 

10 Edited Digital Images… $300 20x24 ... $195.00 

Entire Web Gallery + 15 Edited… $500 24x30 ... $225.00 

  

 


